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WHAT WE OFFER

We are putting customers first
Together, we are delivering exceptional experiences and providing

our customers with a wide range of innovative products and services
powered by leading technologies to meet their evolving needs.

Mobile services
Keeping our customers happy

Canadians’ appetite for ubiquitous connectivity and data continues 

to grow. The increasing speeds, capacity and coverage of our leading 

4G LTE wireless network, coupled with our extensive lineup of devices, 

are meeting our customers’ ever-growing mobile data needs. Over the 

past several years, we have introduced hundreds of customer-centric 

programs and services to improve our customers’ experiences and 

continue to earn their business, wherever they go. With our customers 

first focus, TELUS has consistently led the Canadian industry in wireless 

loyalty and has one of the best wireless churn rates in the world.

Future friendly home services
Offering innovative broadband solutions

In British Columbia, Alberta and Eastern Quebec, TELUS offers a wide range of 

telecommunications, connectivity and entertainment services to consumers. We 

are nearly halfway through a multi-year, multi-billion-dollar investment to expand 

our gigabit-capable TELUS PureFibreTM network directly to homes across our 

footprint. With TELUS PureFibre, customers can reliably connect to the people 

and digital technologies that matter most to them, including streaming video, 

security and other smart home solutions.
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Healthcare technology solutions
Changing the delivery of healthcare 

We know information has the power to transform healthcare for Canadians. 

At TELUS Health, we are working with healthcare providers and patients 

across the country to improve information-sharing and harness the power 

of technology. As a result, we are improving healthcare with digital innovation 

and helping deliver a better care experience to patients while easing the 

burden on the healthcare system. We offer digital health solutions for 

physicians, pharmacies, extended healthcare providers, patients, insurers 

and health authorities.

Business process and information 
technology solutions
Expanding our customers first culture

At TELUS International, we enable customer experience innovation through 

spirited teamwork, agile thinking and a caring culture that puts customers 

first. Our more than 30,000 TELUS International team members deliver 

superior customer service and next-generation IT solutions to multinational 

companies in over 35 languages from locations around the world, including 

North America, Central America, Asia and Europe.

Business solutions
Helping businesses succeed

Our focus is on providing data and managed solutions to businesses and governments 

across Canada. With leading IP networks, we offer secure and reliable cloud-based 

enhanced data services, with critical applications residing in our Internet data centres. 

Leveraging our wireless expertise, businesses are transforming their operations through 

our mobile and Internet of Things solutions to increase their productivity and efficiency.




